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A NOTE  ON  STRASSEN'S VERSION  OF THE LAW
OF  THE ITERATED  LOGARITHM

A.   K.  BASU

Abstract. Strassen's law of the iterated logarithm is extended

to stationary ergodic martingales and to a non-identically-distrib-

uted case.

1. Introduction. V. Strassen [6] proved that if {xn} are i.i.d.r.v.'s

with Ex=0, Ex2= 1, then for a continuous map <p from C[0, 1] to R1, the

sequence </>(??„) is relatively compact and the set of its limit points co-

incides with 4>(K) where r¡n is obtained by linearly interpolating

(2n Log Log n)-1,2Si   at t = i/n, i = 1,2, ■■■ , n,

and Si = xx + • ■ ■ + xt.

K is the set of absolutely continuous functions fe C[0, 1] such that

/(0)=0andfi|/'(i)|2^l-

The key idea of the paper is that Strassen's theorem holds for any

random sequence for which there is a Skorohod embedding in Brownian

motion with stopping times t„ satisfying the strong law of large numbers.

Two examples are given: one is the stationary ergodic martingales and

the other a non-identically-distributed case.

As an easy extension of the corollary of Strassen [6], we can obtain in

particular if {x¿,F¿,/^l} is a stationary ergodic stochastic sequence

E(Xi\Fi_x)=0 a.s. 'for all i>l and Ex\=l, then

(1) lim sup Sn(2n log log n)~1/2 = 1 a.s.

and

(2) lim sup - f Sil (In log log n)1'2 = 1 a.s.
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(1) is recently obtained by W. F. Stout [7] by a different method and

(2) is an extension of the iterated logarithm for "Cesàro sums" considered

by Gal and Stackelberg [5], and Gaposhkin [2].

2. Results.

Lemma 1. If {tJ, the sequence of stopping times of the Skorohod

representation theorem, satisfies the strong law of large numbers namely

(rx +-1- Tk)lk-+l a.s.,

then there is a probability space with a Brownian motion B(t) and a sequence

{S„}x having the same distribution as {S„}x such that

(3) sup ^—■ —;——— -> 0   a.s. as t -*■ oo.
\ST - B(r)\

raí (2/ log log I)1

Proof.    Follows from [6].

Theorem 1. Strassen's theorem [6] holds for a stationary ergodic mar-

tingale difference sequence {x„, F„, n—l} with Ex\=l.

To facilitate the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 let us state some known

results from Jonas's thesis [3] and often we shall sketch a proof.

A generalization of Skorohod's theorem. Let (A) Xx, X2, ■ ■ • he a

sequence of random variables on a probability space (Ù, 38, P) for which

E(Xl\Xx, ■■■ ,X„) exists for all n and E(X„\XX, ■■■, Xn)=0 a.s.
Let (O, 38, P) be a probability space with the following properties:

(1) There exists a Brownian motion B=B(t, a>) on (Q, 38, P).

(2) There exist random variables independent of the Brownian motion

B, Yx, Y2, ■ ■ • on (O, 38, P) which are pairwise independent and distrib-

uted uniformly over the interval [0, 1].

Then there exists a sequence of nonnegative random variables rx, t2, • • •

on (£2, 38, P) and (B) random variables Xx, X2, ■ • ■ on (Q., 38, P), such

that r.v.'s of the sequence (A) and (B) have the same distribution and

IÎ Xi=B(l^ Ti) a.s.
Moreover, if stf„ = 38(Xx, X2, • • ■, Xn, B(t), 0=r^2"=i T;)> ¡-e- the

o--field generated by Xx, ■ ■ • , Xn and B(t) (0=t= 2? T¿)> then the following

hold.
(1) t„ is ¿/„-measurable.

(2) For each s>0, Bn(s)=B(27=ir}+s)-B(y^xrA is independent

of-aC
(3) E(t„\s¿„_x) exists and E(rn\^„_x)=E(X2\s/„_x) a.s^FLV^,

X2, • • • , X„_x).
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(4) If k>0 and if EiXf\Xx, ■■■, Xn_x) exists, then E(rkn\s¿n_x) exists

too, and further

E(rkn | sén_x) = LkE(Xf | stn_x) = LkE(Xf \ Xx, ■ ■ ■ , Xn_x)    a.s.

where Lk is a constant depending only on k.

Sketch of proof.   Like Skorohod [4, pp. 163-164], let us state

Lemma 2. Suppose that B(t) is a Brownian motion process for t=0

and B(0)=0 and rn+x is the smallest root of (Bn(t)—a)(Bn(t)—b)=0,

where a<0<b. Then for every 2>0,

F(exp(-¿Tn+1)/[J?ii(rn+i)=î)] | s/n) = sinh b(2X)1/2/sinh ,b - a)(2Xf'2   a.s.

and

E(exp(-^rn+x)IlBn(rn+i)^ | sén) = -sinha(2A)1/2/sinh(b - a)(2Xf12   a.s.

We can prove the lemma and the theorem by induction i.e. we would

assume that tx, t2, • ■ • , t„ and Xx, X2, • • • , Xn are already constructed

having the desired properties. We now consider the construction of

Tn+1-

Let/,=exp(—ATn+x)I[Br¡(Tn+i)=a¡. By assumption Bn(t) is independent of

rfn and, by definition, of rn+x. &(fa)c @(Bn(t),t=0); therefore 33(fa)

is independent of rn. Like Skorohod [4, p. 166] let us state a

Corollary. If Bn(t), rn+x is as above, then for A>0 the following

hold:

sinh b(2Xf'2- sinh a(2Xf'2
(1) F(exp(-Arn+1) \s/J =-——--——-   a.s.;

sinh(o — a)(2A) '

E(hBn(rn+1)=al I -^n) =  bl(b - a)   and

(2) E(IlBn(Tn+i)^ | s/J = -a/(b - a) ;

(3) E(rn+X | s/n) = -ab   a.s

(4) For each k>0, there exists a constant Ck depending on k only such that

E(Tkn+x\¿fn) = Ckab(b-a)2*-2.

Here also the o--field generated by those r.v.'s whose conditional

expectation will be constructed is contained in the o--field 8ß(Bn(t), t=0)

and hence independent of sén.

Let Fn(x, u) be the conditional distribution function of Xn+X given

(Xx, X2, • ■ • , Xn)=x. If the jumps (or discontinuities) of F are joined

by vertical lines and the graph so obtained is reversed then we obtain a

function fn(x, t) on F"x [0, 1] to R. For fixed x this/„(x, t), except for

at most countable points t, is defined everywhere in [0, 1]. These points

are precisely those Fs for which Fn(x, u) = t. fn(x, t) is the distribution
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function mapping. Since E(X„+X\XX, • • • , X„)=0, like Skorohod, we get

&<»>/«(*. 0 *- -$*oJX)fn(x, 0 dt where

1/ \
*»(*) = Fn(x, 0) + - hm F„(x, z) - hm Fn(x, z)

2Wo zto /

and a function G„:Rnx [0, l]-*[p> !1 defined by

r /„(x, t)dt=- r " ux, d dt of i=y=«„(x»
*/a„(ic) JGn(x,y)

/*«„(x) PGn(x,y)

f„(x, t)dt=-\ fn(x, t) dt   (if 0 < y ^ oc„(x))

and also Gn has the property

G„(x, G„(x, y)) = x   a.s. (y e [0, 1]),       G„(x, an(x)) = oc„(x)   a.s.

Let Yn+X be the («+l)th uniformly distributed random variable on

(Q, 38, P). Then we can define two mappings X„+x and Xbn+X from Ä"x

[0, 1] to R by

K+ÁX, a>) = f„(x, Yn+X(w)),       Xl+X(x, to) = f„(x, G„(x, Yn+X(w)).

Xan+X and'À^+1 are 38nx38(Yn+x) measurable random variables where

38n is the usual Borel field on R" and 38( Y„+x) is the Borel field defined

by Y„+x. Like Skorohod [4, p. 167] we state the lemma.

Lemma 3. Let B„(t) be independent of sé'„ and Yn+X. Let T(x, rj),

x e Rn, rj e [0, 1] be the smallest solution of

(4) (Bn(t, r¡) - Xan+X(x, r¡))(B„(t, rj) - X»„+X(x, r¡)) = 0.

Further let T„+x(o))=T(Xx(m), ■ • • , Xn(m), w) and X„+x=B„(Tn+x), then

Tn+X is sé„+x measurable and Xx, X2, ■ • • , X„+x, and Xx, X2, • • •, X„+x

have the same distribution.

Let F i be the o--field generated by Xx, X2, • • ■ , X¡ and F0=sé0={<j>, Q}.

Proof of Theorem 1.    Now by the Birkhoff ergodic theorem

n-^E^ | sé„_x) + E(rn_x | sén_2) + ■■■ + E(t2 I séx) + E(tx | s/0)]

-^-2E(X2i\Fi_x)^EX2=l    a.s.;

now it is enough to show that

(5) - J bi - E(tí \^i_x)] -0   a.s.;
"¿Ti
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using Theorem 5 of Chow [1], the result will follow if

(6) f,12E(Tn-E(Tn\s/^1))><co.

Now
OO 1 OO 1 00 1

2 -2 E(rn - E(rn | Sén_x))2 = 2 -2 Ft* = L^ "1 £*i-
n=l " n=l " n=l n

Since (3C,-, i5:l) is a stationary ergodic sequence with F(Ar¿|Fi_1)=0 a.s.

for all i = 2, proceeding as in Skorohod [4] we see that (r¿, i=l) are

stationary. Since (Yn,n=l) are independent identically distributed

uniform random variables on [0, 1] and (Xn, n=l) are stationary ergodic

stochastic sequences, {X°} and {X*} are also stationary ergodic stochastic

sequences.

Now by a truncated argument, e.g., considering X* = XnIi\xn\<t^/nV

(6) is true. Therefore n~lÍTx+T2 + - ■ - + Tn)->1 a.s. So by Lemma 1,

\5ir~i — B(t)\
sup-— ^ 0   a.s. as r-> oo.
r&i (2t log log t)m

So the theorem follows from the Corollary to Theorem 3 of [6].

Theorem 2.    Strassen's theorem [6] holds if xx, x2, ■ ■ ■ are independent

r.v.'s with EXi=0, Fx¿ = l and

oo   r i      |2+¿

S    ' kl      < oo,       2>ó>0
*=2

(in particular if E\xk\2+i=C for all k).

Proof.   Now

F |r,-f+s'2 = 2\Erk+612 +l) = 2\CÔE \xk\2+6 + 1).

So by Theorem 5 of Chow [1]

24rár<00 imP,ies -2^-£^)^° a-s-
4=2  k n i

Therefore {tJ satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1.

Remarks 1.    Gaposhkin [2] proved that if xx, x2, ■ ■ ■ are independent

r.v.'s with |xj.|^C a.s. and Ex\=l, FxA.=0 for all k—l, 2, • ■ ■ then

VimSU4il~n1XÁ^inl0gl0gn)m=
-1/2

1 a.s., a > 0.

We shall extend this result under the conditions of Theorems 1 and 2.
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Let S0=0. By Abel's sum

«h\       n!nk=0 \        ni

1/2

Taking/(i)=«(l -r)     on p. 218 of Strassen [6] we get

lim sup 2 11-) xh(2n log log n)w
"-*00    k=l \ "/

= lim suP(2n3 log log n)-1/2 ¿ /(") Sfc - (t^)
n-oo ¡.^j   W \2a + 1/

Similarly Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 of Gaposhkin [2] may be extended.

2. We conjecture that if x1( x2, • • • is a martingale difference sequence

with Fxj=0, Ex2„ = l for all n and {x2,}™ is uniformly integrable, then

the law of the iterated logarithm holds.
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